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Doer Dr. Colifberg, 

Please try to understand that at 79, in seriously impaired health, enfeebled and 

limited in what I am able to do, I just can t take the time others would like me to take 

to respond to all questions, #rtieularly not when I have answered them in my books or 

when on their face they are not reasonable or when they come from the awful junk that 

presents conspiracy theories, never proven, as fact. I'd never have a minute for anything 

else and I am trying to get on pier what nobody else can. 

I am sure AARC did not move and you had the correcttdress. I suggest that you 
ze,,  Y 

write the man who now runs it, ,Tim Leear, 910 P St., 8W #509, the nest office but his 

private law office, and enclose what wa5 returned to you so he can seen it. 

I did not look at the TV show you refer to. I did see its earlier version and what 

it presents as fact elk:tut who did it had no credibility at all. You&lltwaste you tine 

if you devote it no uncritically to all that stuff. I don u t know how you can get it, though. 

The proof that there was a conspiracy is quite simple: the official eeidence is that 

the crime %ae beyond the capability of any one man. 

Your misunderstanding of the.actuakities is such that hope you will not consider me 

impolite and try to understand the position I am in when I say thlansk questions you 

would not think of asking if instead of seeking all the junk in the field you read what 

is factual and does not theorise, like my books. Example contrary to your question, War- 

ren could not produce any ;else against Oswald better than his staff did for him because 

it does not exist. He therefore could not have made the *port "more foolproof." 

I'm eorribut I won't wastena minute on the Stone atrocity, It is all fiction. 	is is 

an eaaaple of what -'. mean by your going for all that has no credibility and ignoring 

what can inform you, what can be the basis for research. 

There is not likely to be any leek because t
1
e crime itself was never investigated 

officiaLj and wasn't intended to be. Y4 cinvid-citv 4.410. 

./Y
You say tha' advice to you seems to be that you stop probing. No such thing. Iihd, 

no offense intended by bluntness, what you are doing is not probing. You are spinning 

wheels in the commercializing and exploiting slime. You cannot solve the crime but you 

can learn much about the assassination and ha.: our basic institutions worked in that time 

i
o groat :Areas and since and much, very much, about the investigation and what its purboses 

were.kr belief is that the only limit on research is solving the crime. 

There in no real limit on those who could have had or gotten the capability to do 

the job. You err, I believe, in mating ad one the assassination and the caverup. I knaw 

of no reason to believe that. The coverup is the May he bureaucracy works when it has y 

problems to wipe out. 

In reading all the drek you reflect familiarity with you have seriously misled yourself 

and perhaps you first problem in research is getting it all out of your hear( ent wishes, 
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